
FT-817 Transverter Sequencer 

By Adam Maurer, VK4CP/VK4GHZ  Rev 1.1 August, 2011 

Introduction 

This document describes a versatile transverter sequencer, based on a 

PICAXE microcontroller.   Sequencers that cater for older rigs are already 

available, so this sequencer has been designed specifically for use with a 

Yaesu FT-817, which has become a popular IF rig with microwave enthusiasts. 

A mixture of through-hole and surface mount components are utilised on both sides of the PCB, to help keep the 

board compact.  For ease of assembly, relatively " large" surface mount parts are used, so there is no need for 

any prior SMD experience, special tools or high powered microscopes!   All you require is a basic fine-tipped 

soldering iron, a steady hand, and tweezers.   However, a “magnifying-lamp” will assist greatly, and is useful 

shack item to have anyway.  

The PCB accommodates a 

number of options, so choose 

which features you require, and 

populate the PCB accordingly 

During development, a number 

of switching options were 

considered, such as FETs, but it 

was decided that relays are more 

robust, simplified the design, 

and kept the overall parts count 

down.   TQ series relays are 

compact with a DIP-10 footprint, 

and are relatively cheap.    Optional eBay 26V DC-DC Step-Up alongside partially optioned sequencer board 

 

Features 

• Low cost 8-pin DIP PICAXE controller 

• PICAXE programming interface (same pinout as VK3XDK PLL) 

• Sequenced preamplifier, RX, and TX feeds 

• 3W 50Ω IF TX pad 

• On-board 5V regulator 

• On-board 8V (or 9V) regulator for transverter system supply 

• Selectable 8V/9V or 13V TX/RX feeds 

• Optional 26V DC-DC step-up board for SMA relays 

• Failsafe rig-sense:  Requires connection to FT-817 for power up 

• Failsafe initialization:  All outputs deactivated on power-up 

• Failsafe reverse T/R relay activation:  Prevents RF down RX path 



Sequencer Operational Flowchart 
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Bill of Materials 

 

Des Value Footprint Comment 

C1 10uF 25V Tantalum Case C eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 50pcs 

C2 100nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C3 100nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C4 10uF 25V Tantalum Case C eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 50pcs 

C5 10uF 25V Tantalum Case C eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 50pcs 

C6 100nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C7 100nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C8 10uF 25V Tantalum Case C eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 50pcs 

C9 1nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C10 1nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C12 1nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C13 1nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C14 1nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C15 1nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

C16 1nF 50V X7R Ceramic 1206 eBay, Tekno Networks, pack 200pcs 

D1 LL4004 MELF RS #652-7517 

D2 LL4148 Mini-MELF RS #670-8826 

D3 LL4148 MinI-MELF RS #670-8826 

D4 LL4004 MELF RS #652-7517 

D5 LL4004 MELF RS #652-7517 

D6 Optional: LL4004 MELF RS #652-7517 

D7 LED, green, "RX"  PCB mount LED or external to suit 

D8 LED, red  "TX"  PCB mount LED or external to suit 

D9 Optional: LED, yellow, "Preamp"  PCB mount LED or external to suit 

IC1 78M08 DPAK RS #625-6344 

IC2 78M05 SOT-223 RS #661-6730 

IC3 PICAXE-08M DIP8 From MicroZed Computers, see notes 

IC4 Optional: DC-DC Converter  eBay, See notes 

J1 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J2 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J3 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J4 3-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3413 

J5 4-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3414 

J7 3-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3413 

J8 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J9 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J10 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J12 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J14 3-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3413 

J16 Optional: 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

J18 Optional: 2-Way 0.1" Polarized Header  Jaycar # HM3412 

JP1 3-Way 0.1" Header  Jaycar # HM3211 (or solder wire link to suit) 

Q1 BC547 TO-92 RS #296-087     Jaycar #ZT2152 

Q2 BC547 TO-92 RS #296-087     Jaycar #ZT2152 

Q3 Optional: BC547 TO-92 RS #296-087     Jaycar #ZT2152 

Q4 BC547 TO-92 RS #296-087     Jaycar #ZT2152 

Q5 Optional: BC547 TO-92 RS #296-087     Jaycar #ZT2152 

Q6 BC547 TO-92 RS #296-087     Jaycar #ZT2152 

Q7 Optional: BC547 TO-92 RS #296-087     Jaycar #ZT2152 

 



Bill of Materials continued 

 

Des Value Footprint Comment 

R1 22K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R2 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R3 180R 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R4 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R5 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R6 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R7 1K 1206 or 470R (two 1K stacked in parallel) 

R8 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R9 1K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R10 150R 1W 2512 RS #224-0294 

R11 150R 1W 2512 RS #224-0294 

R12 150R 1W 2512 RS #224-0294 

R13 Optional: 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R14 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R15 Optional: 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R16 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R17 1K 1206 or 470R (two 1K stacked in parallel) 

R18 Optional: 10K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R19 Optional: 1K 1206 eBay grand_sky, pack 50pcs 

R20 Optional: As required 1206 if required for PA bias (27R for Spectrian driver) 

RL1 TQ2-12 DIP10 RS #113-8831 

RL2 TQ2-12 DIP10 RS #113-8831 

RL3 TQ2-12 DIP10 RS #113-8831 

RL4 Optional: TQ2-12 DIP10 RS #113-8831 

RL-EXT SMA Relay  External relay, not located on PCB 

RV1 200R Trimmer, top adjust  RS # 474-7084 

RV2 200R Trimmer, top adjust  RS # 474-7084 

 

Before ordering, check your requirements against the schematic diagram, and order only the parts you need, to 

save money.   ie; you may not require the switching for a pre-amplifier, an on-board 26V source, or the 

secondary isolated RX and TX switches. 

For resistors and capacitors, often, better value can be obtained with eBay vendors.   Pack sizes of 50, 100, 

200pcs etc of common value SMD components become handy for having "parts on hand" for use in other 

projects. 

If fitting the eBay 26V DC-DC converter module, tinned copper wire can be used to mount the module above the 

main board.   Or, PCB pins and sockets can be used:  Jaycar # HP1250 and HP1260 respectively. 



Yaesu FT-817 Accessory Socket 

Pins of interest: 

• +13.8V - Volts appears when power is applied to FT-817, 

irrespective of 817 power on/off switch 

• TX GND - This is an open-collector output which goes low in 

transmit mode, ie; PTT pressed 

• TX INH - When pulled high (around 5V), inhibits RF output, 

irrespective of PTT etc. 

Circuit Description – Auto Power-on 

There is no need for a manually operated on/off power switch. 

When connected to the 817’s accessory connector, the rig-sense line will 

detect the 13V, and activate the main power relay, RL1, with D1 as a back EMF 

quench. 

RL1 then supplies power to the on-board regulators, and the 13V feed 

appearing at J1.  This J1 feed can be used for anything that requires 13V when 

the system is powered up.  ie; an external 12-26 volt converter board etc. 

Note that the on-board T/R relay, RL2, and the external SMA T/R relay are both 

configured to “rest” in the transmit condition.  This is done to prevent 

accidental RF damage to the transverter receive path.  ie; transmitting into the 

transverter where the transverter may not have any power applied, and the 

T/R relays not able to actuate.  Thanks to Lou, VK3ALB, for this great 

suggestion. 

So, the control cable must be plugged into the 817 in order to activate the 

transverter board, and switch across into the receive condition, otherwise RF is 

absorbed by the 3W 50Ω pad, R10-R12. 



Circuit Description – 5V regulator 

IC2, (78M05, in a SOT-223 SMD package) along with bypass capacitor C5, C6, C7, and C7 form a standard 5V 

78XX series voltage regulator, supplying 5V for the PICAXE microcontroller. 

Circuit Description – 8V regulator (optional) 

IC1, (78M08, in a DPAK SMD package) along with bypass capacitor C1, C2, C3, and C4 form a standard 8V 78XX 

series voltage regulator. 

8V is provided for the VK3XDK series transverter boards, but a 78M09 can be fitted instead, to suit a MiniKits 

transverter system, which requires a 9V regulated feed. 

The constant 8V feed appearing on J2 is intended for the VK3XDK PLL Synthesizer and multiplier boards.  This 8V 

rail also becomes available as switched 8V feeds for receive and transmit states, appearing on J7 and J14 

respectively.    

If your system does not require an 8V regulated feed, do not fit: IC1, C1, C2, C3, C4, and J2. 

 

 

Circuit Description – 26V regulator (optional) 

IC4 is a pre-built DC-DC step-up module, based on an LM2577, and supplies 

26V (500mA max) from a nominal 12VDC input.   It has a trimpot for adjusting 

your desired voltage. 

As well as simplifying construction, it is actually cheaper to use a pre-built DC-DC step-up module, rather than 

purchasing the individual components!   These module are around $10 (delivered) from eBayers; wholesell-aa, 

tchwarehouse, and wellton_sh.  Other vendors may supply similar boards, but their boards may have different 

dimensions, and not mount onto this sequencer PCB. 

26V is handy to have in a transverter, as SMA relays readily available on eBay usually have a 28V coil, and require 

22-28V to actuate.   Also, 26V is required as bias on some FET power amplifiers, such as the popular “Spectrian” 

30W 2.4GHz amplifier, also readily available on eBay.  Resistor R20 accommodates for a bias resistor, (27R if 

feeding a 30W Spectrian,) in case your amplifier bias feed requires one.   This 26V also appears on J12, which 

connects to the external SMA T/R relay. 

If you do not require a 26V regulated feed, or you already have a 26V solution, don't fit: IC4, R20, and J18.



Circuit Description – PICAXE controller 

The timing of the sequencer delays is controlled with a low cost 8-pin PICAXE microcontroller.  These devices use 

a BASIC programming language, and are easy to program (with a free programming application available off the 

internet) via a serial interface, with both USB and COM port programming leads available.  

Although PICAXEs are available in SMD, a through-hole part is utilised to allow use of an IC socket. 

Referring to the flowchart, the PICAXE will sequence through, and switch Preamplifier, Receive and Transmit 

outputs accordingly, with a nominal 50mS delay between each stage.  These delay periods are easily changeable 

in software, should you require less delay, or more. 

As previously discussed, the PICAXE requires a 5V supply, and this is provided by the IC2 regulator. 

The open-collector TX GND line from the FT-817, pulled high by R6, is monitored by PICAXE pin 4.   When the 

817 is placed in transmit mode, ie; when the PTT is pressed, the TX GND line goes low, and this initiates the 

sequence from receive to transmit. 

 

 

 

Conversely, at the end of the transmit period, the 817’s TX GND line will return high again (via pull up R6), and 

this begins the sequence from transmit back to receive. 

Taking TX INH low enables the FT-817’s RF output, but until the sequencer determines the system is ready to 

transmit, the TX INH line is held high with R5.  After the programmed delays in the sequencing , the TX INH line 

is pulled low as a result of PICAXE pin 7 going high which turns on Q1 via R4. 

J4 is the PICAXE serial programming port.   Resistors R1 and R2 must be fitted to the board, irrespective of 

whether you intend to fit a socket for programming purposes or not.  The pinout of J4 matches the PICAXE 

programming port on the VK3XDK PLL Synthesizer board, so a common programming lead can be used. 



Circuit Description – RX Pre-amp Control (optional) 

Control of an external receive preamplifier is done with PICAXE pin 6. 

When pin 6 is high (ie; at 5V), Q7 is turned on via R18, activating RL4.   LED D9 illuminates via R19, indicating the 

preamp output at J16 is on. 

As you would expect, the preamplifier feed is normally on in the receive state.   The difference between it and 

the receive feed is, the preamp feed is the first to turn off when changing from receive to transmit, and the last 

to come back on again, when changing from transmit back to receive.  This is to protect any sensitive preamp 

active devices, by ensuring the transmitter is well and truly off before turning on. 

 

 

 

If your system does not require a switched 13V feed for a preamplifier, do not fit: R18, Q7, D6, RL4, R19, D9, and 

J16. 

Furthermore, the PICAXE software could be re-written to utilise this [now spare] output for another task within 

your transverter system. 



Circuit Description – RX Control 

In the receive condition, PICAXE pin 3 is high, ie; at 5V. 

In this state, the on-board T/R relay is activated by R8 & Q2 (with D4 as a back EMF quench) and the external 

SMA T/R relay is activated by R14 & Q4.   

Do not forget to install a reverse-biased diode across the external SMA T/R relay to quench back EMF spikes. 

Note that the T/R relays are wired the opposite of what you might expect.  This is deliberate, and means that RF 

from the FT-817 cannot be applied to the sensitive transverter receive path by accident.  ie; if the transverter 

had no supply volts, and you transmitted into it.  This cannot happen, as the T/R relays would direct any RF to 

the TX path, and be absorbed by the 3W 50Ω RF pad, made of three 150Ω 1W resistors; R10, R11, and R12 in 

parallel. 

Back-to-back diodes D2 & D3 will limit the receive signal to the FT-817 to 700mV, whilst the output level is 

trimmed by trimpot RV1.  

The onboard T/R relay, RL2, not only switches the IF rig to the receive or transmit path, but also switches the 

receive volts to J7.   

Receive (and transmit) volts is selectable between 8V (suits VK3XDK transverter boards which do not have on-

board regulators) or 13V (suitable if you have a regulator on your transverter boards) by the jumper position on 

JP1.  For simplicity, the selected voltage is common for both receive and transmit voltage feeds. 

An isolated receive open-collector output is also provided.   This is made available on J7 by Q3 turning on via 

R13.   Whilst grounded receive outputs could be taken from the collectors of Q2 or Q4, these may present 

undesirable voltages in the transmit state, where Q2’s collector will float to 13V via RL2’s coil, and Q4’s collector 

rises to 26V via the SMA relay coil. 

Receive condition is indicated by LED D7. 

If you jumper JP1 for 8V operation, R7 should be 470Ω, otherwise R7 is 1KΩ for 13V operation. 

 

If your system does not require an isolated open-collector output for receive, do not fit R13 and Q3.



Circuit Description – TX Control 

In the transmit condition, PICAXE pin 5 is high, ie; at 5V. 

This turns on Q6, via R16, and activates RL3.   D5 is a back EMF quenching diode across the relay coil. 

Transmit condition is indicated by LED D8. 

If you jumper JP1 for 8V operation, R17 should be 470Ω, otherwise R7 is 1KΩ for 13V operation. 

An isolated transmit open-collector output is also provided on J14., with Q5 turning on via R15.   For the same 

reasons as the isolated RX output is made available, the collector of Q5 will float to 13V in the receive condition, 

and this may be undesirable, depending on what your interface situation is. 

If your system does not require an isolated open-collector output for transmit, do not fit R15 and Q5. 

 

 



PICAXE Code 

' FT-817 Transverter Sequencer 

' 

' Version 1.0, 11 June 2011 

' 

' Written by Adam Maurer, VK4CP/VK4GHZ 

' 

' Purpose: 

'  Interfaces a Yaesu FT-817 to a transverter, and provides timed switching between  

'  receive and transmit modes. 

' 

'  Version History: 

'  1.0 11/06/11 Initial code 

' 

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

' 

'                              PICAXE 08M HARDWARE  CONNECTIONS 

' 

'                                     _____________   

'                                    |      U      | 

'               +5V             Vcc -|1           8|- Gnd   0V 

'                                    |             | 

'               Programming   Serin -|2           7|- OP0   FT-817 Tx Inhibit  

'                                    |             | 

'               RX control      OP4 -|3           6|- IP1   Preamp control 

'                                    |             | 

'               FT-817 Tx Gnd   IP3 -|4           5|- OP2   TX control 

'                                    |_____________| 

' 

' 

'PICAXE08M I/O pinouts 

'    FUNCTION:   APPLICATION: 

'PIN0  (leg 7) OUT (Serial out) FT-817 Tx Inhibit 

'PIN1  (leg 6) OUT    Preamp Control 

'PIN2  (leg 5) OUT    TX Control 

'PIN3  (leg 4) IN    FT-817 Tx Gnd 

'PIN4  (leg 3) OUT    RX Control 

'SERIAL (leg 2) IN (Serial in)  Programming Port 

' 

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#picaxe 08m 

' 

' Define constants 

' 

symbol Delay = 100   ' Nominal 100mS delay between switches 

symbol Debounce = 10   ' 10mS debounce delay 

symbol TxInh = 0   ' Associate TX INH to pin0 

symbol PreCtl= 1   ' Associate PREAMP CTL to pin1 

symbol TxCtl = 2   ' Associate TX CTL to pin2  

symbol TxGnd = pin3   ' Associate TX GND to pin3 

symbol RxCtl = 4   ' Associate RX CTL to pin4 

' 

' 

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

' 

' Initialization 

' Set the outputs pins as follows; 

'  TX Inhibit (pin0) = Low (FT-817 RF o/p disabled) 

'  Preamp     (pin1) = Low (preamp off) 

'  TX Control (pin2) = Low (transverter TX path not powered up) 

'  RX Control (pin4) = Low (transverter RX path not powered up) 

'  

' 

 dirs = %00010111  ' Set Pins 0, 1, 2, 4 as Outputs, Pin 3 as Input 

' 

 pins = %00000000  ' Set all outputs Low (failsafe mode), ie; in case the  

      ' transverter is connected to FT-817 whilst PTT is pressed! 

      ' This means neither the transverter RX path or TX path is 

      ' initially powered up. 

' 

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

' 



 

 

' Main Loop 

' 

' *** START UP IN FAILSAFE MODE *** 

' 

' Neither external Preamplifier, RX Path, or TX Path is powered up initially 

' 

' Check status of FT-817 TX GND line 

' 

failsafe: 

if TxGnd = 0 then failsafe 

' 

' If TX GND is not low (ie; PTT not pressed), then initialize outputs into RX mode with 

Preamplifier ON 

high PreCtl    ' Activate Q7 

high RxCtl     ' Activate Q2, Q3 & Q4 

' 

' *** IN RECEIVE MODE *** 

' 

' Check status of FT-817 TX GND line 

' 

wait_for_tx: 

if TxGnd = 1 then wait_for_tx ' Nothing happens until TX GND line goes low, ie; PTT pressed 

' 

pause Debounce    ' 10mS Debounce delay and then recheck TX GND line is still 

low 

if TxGnd = 1 then wait_for_tx ' If TX GND line still not low, return to waiting loop, else 

continue 

' 

' Proceed and sequence through to TX mode if TX GND line is low 

' 

' Deactivate External Preamplifier 

low PreCtl     ' Deactivate Q7 

' 

' Delay 

pause Delay    ' Nominal delay 

' 

' Deactivate Transverter RX path 

low RxCtl     ' Deactivate Q2, Q3 & Q4 

' 

' Delay 

pause Delay    ' Nominal delay 

' 

' Activate Transverter TX path 

high TxCtl     ' Activate Q5 & Q6 

' 

' Delay 

pause Delay    ' Nominal delay 

' 

' Enable FT-817 RF Output 

high TxInh     ' Activate Q1 & TX INH goes low, enabling RF o/p from FT-817 

' 

' 

' *** IN TRANSMIT MODE *** 

' 

' 

wait_for_rx:    ' Nothing happens until TX GND returns high ie; PTT released 

if TxGnd = 0 then wait_for_rx 

' 

pause Debounce    ' 10mS debounce delay and then recheck TX GND line is still 

low 

if TxGnd = 0 then wait_for_rx 

' 

' Proceed and sequence back to RX mode if TX GND line has returned high 

' 

' Disable FT-817 RF Ouput 

low TxInh     ' Deactivate Q1 & TX INH goes high, disabling FT-817 RF o/p 

' 

' Delay 

pause Delay    ' Nominal delay 

' 

' Deactivate Transverter TX Path 

low TxCtl     ' Deactivate Q5 & Q6 

' 



 

 

' Delay 

pause Delay    ' Nominal delay 

' 

' Activate Transverter RX Path 

high RxCtl     ' Activate Q2, Q3 & Q4 

' 

' Delay 

pause Delay    ' Nominal delay 

' 

'Activate External Preamplifer 

high PreCtl    ' Activate Q7 

' 

' 

' WE ARE NOW BACK IN RECEIVE MODE 

' 

goto wait_for_tx   ' Loop back to beginning and do it all again! 

' 

end  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Underside of board:  Resistors & capacitors are manageable 1206 size, and MELF diodes 



Miscellaneous Notes 

• Magnifying Lamp available from Jaycar, cat # QM3544, $49.95 

• 12-26V DC-DC Step-up converter module available from eBay sellers wholesell-aa, tchwarehouse, and 

wellton_sh.   Some vendors charge more than others, but nominally USD$10 delivered 

• PICAXE microcontrollers and programming cables available from Australian distributor MicroZed. 

http://www.microzed.com.au 

 

PICAXE-08M (8-pin through hole part) AXE007M $3.00 

Serial programming lead (for 9-pin COM port) AXE026 $7.25 

USB programming lead AXE027 $29.95 

• PICAXE programming software PICAXE Programming Editor is free to download from 

http://www.rev-ed.co.uk/picaxe/software.htm 

• Pre-programmed PICAXE microcontrollers can be obtained from the author 

• Schematic and PCB artwork was generated using the freely available ExpressPCB application. 

ExpressPCB can be downloaded from: http://www.expresspcb.com/  

• A copy of the PCB file (in ExpressPCB format) can be obtained by contacting the author.  

• A limited number of PCBs are available from the author.  Cost is $20 each mailed to VK address in a DL 

envelope. 

• PCB manufactured by Futurlec,  http://www.futurlec.com/PCBService.shtml 

 

Professional PCBs can be manufactured in small quantities at reasonable  cost, can be double-sided, with 

plated through holes and vias, and have optional silkscreen overlay and solder mask.    

 

Once you consider the cost of limited-life chemicals, blank PCB stock, and the time and effort required, it 

can be a false saving attempting to etch your own, and, you do not end up with a pro finish either! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sequencer with eBay 26V DC-DC converter board fitted 


